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Jobfuscate is a software package for obfuscating Java class files. It is not a Java compiler, a decompiler, or a bytecode verifier.
The goal of the program is to allow developers to protect sensitive data included in Java class files when they ship such files.
More detailed information about the program is at the Home Page. If your Java class files are bundled with your application in a
JAR file, this program can manipulate those files as well. The decompiled Java program will run identically, but the information
that can be obtained by doing a disassembly of the original Java class files will be replaced by the names of the obfuscated class
files. Jobfuscate Usage: Jobfuscate is used to protect a list of classes after they have been decompiled to Java. Jobfuscate then
compiles and obfuscates those classes, and recycles the obfuscated classes to be returned to the developer. The syntax of the
command is: jobfuscate [-options]* class* The -log option is used if you would like to redirect stdout/stderr to a file. The -out
option is the name of the jar file you would like Jobfuscate to store the obfuscated classes in. The -store option is used if you
would like to disable compression of the jar file. The -x option is used to specify either: class-only, method-only, or field-only
renaming to be used on the classes, methods, and fields in the classes. The -xc option is used to specify either: class-only,
method-only, or field-only renaming to be used on the classes methods, and fields in the classes. The -xc option can be followed
by one or more specific patterns. (The first pattern does not have to be the longest.) The -xm option is used to specify either:
class-only, method-only, or field-only renaming to be used on the classes methods, and fields in the classes. The -xm option can
be followed by one or more specific patterns. (The first pattern does not have to be the longest.) The -xf option is used to
specify either: class-only, method-only, or field-
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Maintains a look-up table for default column names that are not descriptive of the data in a Java class. Also, provides a powerful
pattern matching facility that can be used to exclude classes that you do not wish to obfuscate. Jobfuscate Crack is a generalpurpose tool that can be used to obfuscate Java class files, and it is written in Java. If you would like to know how you can have
your source code protected from Java decompilers, download the beta version (note: it may be buggy, but this makes it a lot of
fun to use). jobfuscate author note: This utility was written by Joe Battle. jobfuscate trial license information (revision 1.0.0.0):
This product includes software developed by the Open Dynamics Engine Consortium (ODE). See for more information on the
ODEConfigurationLicense (v1.0.0.0) this software was released under the ODEConfigurationLicense. jobfuscate Copyright (C)
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2001-2007 by Joe Battle See LICENSE file for details. jobfuscate - an obfuscator for Java class files Written by Joe Battle
Output: \main-4.0.jar (for other versions use 'jobfuscate -help' for version information) Usage: jobfuscate -help [useful options]
jobfuscate [-options]* class* [options...] Creates a obfuscated jar file of the given class files. Options: -log redirects
stdout/stderr to log file. -out name of jar file -sys adds system classes to configuration -serializable types = offrelaxedstrict
offrelaxedrelaxed offrelaxedstrict -excludepackages 6a5afdab4c
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* Remove all symbolic information from classes * Variable/method names are fully descriptive to aid in understanding the code
* Remove class and method names * Pack a jar file with the classes * Requires no third party tools Jobfuscate options: * -xc -class rename pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected name, remove unless specified by pattern * -xm -- method
rename pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected name, remove unless specified by pattern * -xf -- field rename
pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected name, remove unless specified by pattern * -xc-regexp -- class rename
pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected name, replace all occurrences by pattern; after converting to unprotected
name, remove unless specified by pattern * -xm-regexp -- method rename pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected
name, replace all occurrences by pattern; after converting to unprotected name, remove unless specified by pattern * -xf-regexp
-- field rename pattern to exclude; after converting to unprotected name, replace all occurrences by pattern; after converting to
unprotected name, remove unless specified by pattern * -sys -- identify system classes by pattern * -trial -- for debugging * -log
-- redirect to file * -out=file.jar -- name output jar file (default: java.jar) * --stderr -- redirect to file * --stdout -- redirect to file
* --test -- execute unit test * -x -- do not change class/method/field names * -xc -- exclude all class rename * -xm -- exclude all
method rename * -xf -- exclude all field rename * -trial -- for debugging * --sys -- identify system classes by pattern *
--serializable -- type = offrelaxedstrict * --help -- print usage info * -? -- help * -version -- print version info * -v -- verbose
output, don't obfuscate * -h -- help * -n -- no obfuscation, this is the default * -d -- debug, no obfuscation, print debug info * -f
-- func, output to function * --out=func.jar -- name output jar file, produce function jar file * --arg=value -- set named
argument in jar file * -r -- remove all

What's New in the?
This program obfuscates Java class files. It renames classes, fields, methods and variables to meaningless names. Options: -a: do
not rerun JarValidation -xc: prevent class names containing numbers, $ or.* pattern -xm: prevent method names containing
numbers, $ or.* pattern -xf: prevent field names containing numbers, $ or.* pattern -trial: Launch the program in the trial mode
Options and usage: -a -help -log -out -trial @c: @ myprog.main is the main class file that @ is contained in the same directory as
the @ class file(s) you want to obfuscate. @-xc: @ prevent class names containing numbers, $ or.* pattern @-xm: @ prevent
method names containing numbers, $ or.* pattern @-xf: @ prevent field names containing numbers, $ or.* pattern @ @log @
default output mode is to display to the @ stderr. If you specify '-log' to redirect @ stdout/stderr to a file instead, that file is @
created and the output messages are appended @ to that file. You can use that file to debug @ the program. For example, on the
command @ line you can run: @ jobfuscate... -log foo.txt @ to redirect stdout/stderr to foo.txt. @-out @ name the output jar
file. The 'java' @ program is required for this. For example, @ if you have the Java 1.6 @ runtime installed on your system, @
jobfuscate -xc... -out foo.jar @ will create foo.jar containing obfuscated @ Java classes. @ @If this is your first run of
jobfuscate, @ you will be prompted to install the Java @ runtime. There are no options at this point. @ You will also be
prompted for a program @ to run the JarValidation.jar file. If @ you have Java 1.6 on your system, you @ should accept the
default. @ @set sys:class:name:Classname:offrelaxstrict @sys: @ - on @ - off @ - relaxed
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System Requirements:
*Windows *Intel Pentium4 or better *256MB RAM (expandable up to 512 MB) *2GB space on hard drive *2X CD-RW drive
*DVD-ROM drive *Sound card *Speakers and microphone *Networking equipment *Internet Explorer version 6.0.2900 or
higher or Netscape Navigator version 7.2.4 or higher **NOTE** English patch is included. The
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